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POSITION STATEMENT OF WESTMINSTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Westminster Public Schools (“WPS” and “the District”) appeals its 2016
accreditation rating of “Priority Improvement (Year 6).” For the reasons discussed
below, WPS believes a rating of “Improvement” more accurately and fairly describes
the performance of its students and those who educate them.
INTRODUCTION
The challenges of public education are especially high in WPS. The District
serves a uniquely needy student population that is highly mobile, predominately low
income, and Minority-Majority, with significant numbers of non-native English
speakers. To best educate all students, WPS has chosen an innovative Competency
Based System (“CBS”), in which students are grouped by their performance levels in
content areas rather than their ages. This allows the District to meet students where
they are in their learning and ensure they do not advance until they have
demonstrated proficiency or mastery of a level.
Implementation of the CBS has proven a success. Notwithstanding their
challenges, students’ academic achievement, growth, and postsecondary and
workforce readiness have steadily increased. Generational achievement gaps are
closing. Just 6 years ago, 13 of the District’s 18 schools were placed on the five-year
accountability clock with either a Turnaround or Priority Improvement rating, and
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now, all of them have exited. WPS’s considerable improvement has been recognized
by the education field, including a respected independent accrediting agency, and the
CBS is looked upon as a national exemplar.
But for the state’s illegal actions, this progress would have been enough for
WPS to exit the accountability clock. State statute requires the accountability system
to be fair, balanced, cumulative, credible, and useful. In addition, the measures of
district performance must be objective and consistent across the state. These
mandates have not been met. The state accountability system is skewed in favor of
districts with advantaged student populations that can pursue the status quo. No
aspect of WPS’s unique student population or innovative CBS is taken into account.
Rather, the system effectively punishes WPS by setting repeatedly changing
expectations that are impractically high relative to other school districts.
The Colorado Department of Education (“CDE”) has refused to allow the
District to administer the Colorado Measures of Academic Success tests, including
those developed by the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and
Careers (“PARCC”), at each student’s performance levels. Since there is high mobility
throughout the District and most of WPS’s students enter below grade level, testing
them based on their ages is sure to undermeasure their actual proficiency. The
repeated changes to the state model content standards and standardized tests have
also been problematic. When standards and assessments change, the links between
what is taught, learned, and recorded are broken. The consequences are heightened
in a CBS, which promotes deep, lasting learning and depends upon accurate data to
differentiate instruction.
CDE also continues to grade WPS on a subjective and unbalanced bell curve,
comparing it to other districts that serve less diverse, more affluent, less mobile, and
more native English-speaking students with traditional educational models. To exit
the clock, WPS has had to not just improve on its own past performance, it has had
to beat the state average to move up enough spots on the curve. Unlike the districts
that set the average, WPS does not have a majority cohort of advantaged students to
boost its overall academic achievement and postsecondary and workforce readiness.
As applied to WPS, the state accountability system has required the District to make
an unrealistic amount of progress reversing generational achievement gaps in five
short years, and yet without these advantages and equity with regard to the timeline,
the District’s schools have made substantial progress.
The new 2016 District Performance Framework has made the accountability
system even more unfair, unbalanced, subjective, and inconsistent. By lowering the
weight of academic growth and increasing the weight of achievement, emphasis was
shifted from the velocity of learning to grade levels. This change, in combination with
increasing the postsecondary and workforce readiness expectations, made WPS’s task
of exiting the clock even more onerous. When a student enters school already behind
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as do most in WPS, they must grow to catch up. This will take longer, especially for
mobile students, and until they catch up, they will not score proficient on age-level
standardized tests. Of course, these changes are a performance boon for districts with
more advantaged students, and the relative gains WPS must make to beat the curve
have been increased substantially.
Comparing districts also has become unreliable. For 2016, more than half of
Colorado’s school districts either had such insufficient data that CDE could not rate
their performance or were flagged for testing participation rates below 95 percent in
two or more content areas. Some districts also persisted in administering
standardized tests in paper form. Since the test questions are framed differently for
paper and allow guessing, computer scores are generally lower. These participation
gaps and testing inconsistencies prejudice data integrity, but CDE still graded WPS
in relation to all other districts.
Most damaging to WPS is that on top of all the changes to standards and
assessments, the performance framework was illegally rewritten and applied
retroactively to the last year of the accountability clock. A fair and consistent
accountability system would maintain the same expectations and scoring through the
prescribed improvement period. Indeed, this Board’s rules require it to set statewide
performance targets prospectively, but the 2016 District Performance Framework
was adopted in June 2016 to apply to data collected in the previous school year. As a
result, WPS is facing a loss of accreditation based on a prior year’s performance
judged by an entirely new rubric. This is the equivalent of lengthening the field and
rewriting the rulebook in the fourth quarter of a close game.
REASONS FOR PLACING WPS IN THE IMPROVEMENT CATEGORY
I.

WPS Serves a Highly Mobile, Low Income, Minority-Majority
Population with an Innovative Competency Based System.

Once considered a typical suburban school district, economic and demographic
shifts within the larger metropolitan area have changed the face of WPS in a
relatively short time to resemble that of an archetypical urban district. The District
now serves a diverse group of approximately 10,000 students characterized by
significant socioeconomic challenges, a high rate of mobility, and generational
language barriers. The majority of students are Hispanic (77 percent), most qualify
for free or reduced lunch (81 percent), and just under half (46 percent) are English
learners. About one-fourth (22 percent) of WPS’s students’ move in or out of the
District during a given school year. This combination is unique, as very few if any of
Colorado’s other school districts have higher percentages of all these groups.
Unsurprisingly, most of the District’s students start school behind and need to learn
more than a year’s worth of academic content to catch up.
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In 2009, WPS took the bold step of reinventing itself as a Competency Based
System of pK12 education to best meet the needs of its changing student population.
The most notable difference from traditional schooling is the grouping of students by
their performance levels rather than their age. This enables WPS to truly build
education around each student’s needs, with time becoming the variable and learning
the constant. In the CBS, students are individually engaged in 21st century skills,
working at their own developmental content levels and advancing only when they have
demonstrated proficiency or mastery.
II.

WPS Has Shown a Sustained Trend of School and District
Improvement.

The Education Accountability Act of 2009 provides that CDE and this Board
“shall take into consideration . . . “[t]he progress a school district . . . makes in
improving its performance” when determining an accreditation rating. § 22-11207(2)(f), C.R.S. (2016) (emphasis added). In 2010, 13 of the District’s 18 schools were
rated at Turnaround or Priority Improvement status. Over the next five years, all of
these schools improved, with just two left on Priority Improvement status by 2014.

This year, the remaining two Priority Improvement schools advanced to an
Improvement rating and exited the five-year accountability clock. WPS is one of the
few, if not, the only school district in the State, to have so quickly achieved such a
sustained pattern of improvement.
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During the same five years, the District saw its overall accreditation scores rise
nearly 16 points, from Turnaround to the upper tier of Priority Improvement. CDE
itself has recognized this sustained improvement. In the District’s 2015–16 Accreditation
Contract, CDE agreed that “[w]hile on Turnaround or Priority Improvement state, the
District has shown demonstrable and significant annual progress in individual school and
district-wide performance for four consecutive years.” (Appendix A, Addendum to WPS
Accreditation Contract, p. 5 (June 1, 2015).)
III.

Continuous Student Improvement in WPS is Closing Achievement Gaps.

A similarly sustained upward trend is also evident at the student level, where
WPS has demonstrated continuous improvement over time and closed the
achievement gaps among historically disadvantaged groups. For example, from 2009
to 2014, the percentage of elementary students—as a whole and disaggregated into
English learners, free or reduced lunch qualifiers, minority students, and those on
Individualized Education Programs—who scored proficient or above on State
assessments steadily increased.
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Over the same five years, the median growth percentile for these same groups of
elementary students made comparable gains.
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These proficiency and growth percentages and the rates of improvement
compare quite favorably with other Colorado school districts with higher
accreditation ratings. Without a majority cohort of advantaged, less mobile
students to rely on, the challenge for WPS clearly is much more onerous. Still, it
embraces the “moral imperative” to close the achievement gap for English learners
and other historically disadvantaged student groups. All students deserve a highquality education that imparts 21st Century skills.
Coinciding with and following these gains at the elementary level, the
District has seen a considerable drop in the number of students who have had to
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enroll in math, language arts, and science remedial courses at Westminster High
School.

This trend demonstrates that more and more students are entering and progressing
through their secondary education on level, instead of trying to catch up. Looking
down from the top of the system, it is apparent that CBS is working in the District’s
elementary and middle schools. WPS anticipates the decrease in enrollment for
remediation courses will translate to improved graduation, drop out, and
matriculation rates, as well as increased college entrance exam scores. This is
already happening when taking the District’s high mobility rate into account. In
the 2012–13 school year, 783 students started at Westminster High School. Of these
students who remained at the school continuously over the next four years, 83
percent graduated on time, which exceeds the state average.
IV.

WPS’s Success Is Well Recognized by the Education Field.

The Education Accountability Act also requires that CDE and this Board “shall
take into consideration . . . [t]he improvements, changes, and interventions a school
district . . . implements” when determining an accreditation rating. § 22-11-207(2)(e)
(emphasis added). The State Review Panel visited WPS in the spring of 2015 and was
very impressed by the systemic and systematic improvement that has been
accomplished to date. (See generally Appendix B, State Review Panel
Recommendation and Feedback Forms (2015).) In particular, the Review Panel found
the District “has a strong leadership team in place” that “combined with the present
infrastructure, has garnered strong School Board and Community support.” (Id. at 1–
2.) Critically, the Review Panel emphasized “[t]he district has shown a number of
positive early indicators of change,” and “[e]vidence from both the document review
and site visit showed that the new structures in place are effectively improving
schools.” (Id. at 2.)
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WPS has been accredited by AdvancED.
The following year, WPS invited AdvancED, an international accreditation
agency favorably recognized by CDE, to provide a complete review of the District and
each of its schools. After its comprehensive review of district and school documents,
analysis of the District’s practices, which included more than 500 interviews and visits
to 215 classrooms, AdvancED fully accredited WPS for the next five years. Overall,
the AdvancED team “was impressed with the high degree of dedication and
commitment among all stakeholders involved with the system.” (Appendix C,
AdvancED Rpt. of the External Review Team for WPS, p. 36 (Sept. 29, 2016).) It
emphasized “[t]he vision of the system was clear and clearly documented, and
appeared to be shared among stakeholders.” (Id.) Based on its observations,
AdvancED is confident that “[t]he clarity of the system’s vision coupled with the
supportive community culture and unbending intent will ensure the system’s future
success.” (Id.)
Although WPS remains the only school district within the State of Colorado to
authentically implement a Competency Based System across the entire pK12 system,
its value is being realized in schools throughout the United States, and WPS continues
to be a national exemplar. District leaders were recently invited to the White House
Convening on Better, Fewer, and Fairer Assessments, and last Fall, staff presented to
the International Association for K-12 Online Learning’s Summit on Personalized
Learning. District personnel are frequently sought for their expertise on education panels
and committees, and a WPS principal was just named to the National Task Force on
Assessments. The District also has assisted CDE in furthering Competency Based
educational practices in Colorado. Moreover, visitors from across the United States and
several foreign countries have travelled to the District to see the CBS in action.
V.

Scores on State Assessments Undermeasure WPS’s Performance.

The Education Accountability Act defines an “effective” accountability system
as one that “[r]eports information concerning performance . . . that is perceived by
educators . . . as fair, balanced, cumulative, credible, and useful.” § 22-11-102(1)(b),
C.R.S. (2016) (emphasis added). Notwithstanding the upward trends in student,
school, and district performance described above, state standardized tests fail to fully
measure WPS’s improvement for several reasons.
CDE has refused to allow WPS to assess students at their actual instructional level.
First, the state’s assessment requirements are fundamentally inconsistent with
the CBS. Traditional grade levels do not exist in WPS’s personalized learning
environment. Because students achieve performance levels in multiple content areas
at varying paces, a specific student at any given time will be working at a different
level for each content area. For example, a ten-year-old student could be reading at a
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late third-grade level and pursuing math at a fifth-grade level. Although WPS groups
students by performance levels, and state statute entitles it to determine the level
students will be tested, § 22-7-1006.3(3)(a), C.R.S. (2016), the District has had no
practical alternative than to assess students categorically based on their age.
CDE has rejected WPS’s requests to use the state assessment for the
performance level a student is pursuing in each content area at any point during the
school year. (See generally Appendix D, WPS Ltr. to Colo. State Bd. of Educ. (June 9,
2014).) As a result, the same illustrative ten-year-old student would take the fourthgrade language arts, math, and science assessments based on their age. In other
districts, this could be the equivalent of giving a retained third-grade student the
fourth-grade PARCC assessments. Clearly, the student is going to test well below
grade level in two content areas. CDE’s denial ignores WPS’s differentiation by
content area and flexibility by time, and it fails to recognize where a student is in their
learning.
The District’s CBS is still responding to the recent change to the Common Core and
PARCC.
Second, the state’s academic standards have been a moving target through a
time when the District was most vulnerable to change. Just as WPS was embarking
on the radical reform of shifting to the CBS, the state adopted new model standards
in December 2009 for ten separate content areas. Based on guidance from CDE that
no more major changes were upcoming, WPS quickly began implementing the new
standards. Yet, less than one year later, the Common Core State Standards for math
and English/language arts were adopted. This unexpected change required a complete
overhaul of the standards WPS had just implemented months earlier. While the
District diligently undertook this work, state standards in several content areas were
reissued in December 2010 with an infusion from the Common Core. These latter
changes alone added approximately 870 discrete learning targets for students in math
and language arts. Of course, with the changes to standards have come changes to the
state’s mandated standardized assessments, culminating in the recently adopted
PARCC tests.
The obvious challenges caused by such expansive changes are exacerbated in
WPS, where teachers confirm and track each student’s competency for every learning
target. Instructional steps are ideally built upon the identified gaps for each student
based on their proficiency in the different learning targets. Because such gaps vary,
teachers must differentiate their instruction to meet the needs of each student at their
performance level, record evidence of progress over time, and continue to push the
learning trajectory higher. When content standards change, the links between what
is taught, learned, and recorded are broken, especially if entirely new standards are
added, others are eliminated, and new standardized tests are administered. The CBS
demands deep learning of all identified learning outcomes to proficiency for every
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student, but the multitude of learning outcomes inherently favor and force more
traditional, status quo instructional models that can rely on shallow “exposure
teaching” to the test. Due to the uniqueness of the CBS and the unexpected adoption
of Common Core, WPS is still implementing redeveloped proficiency scales aligned to
the new standards. The one-year pause of the accountability clock in 2015 was hardly
enough time for WPS to adequately respond to the extensive changes to standards and
assessments over the last several years. (See infra Section IX.)
VI.

CDE’s Priority Improvement Rating is Based on an Unfair,
Unbalanced, Subjective, and Inconsistent Comparison with other
Districts.

State statute mandates that the accountability system be based on “fair,
balanced, cumulative, credible, and useful” information. § 22-11-102(1)(b) (emphasis
added). School district performance must be “objectively evaluate[d]” on “statewide
performance indicators supported by consistent, objective measures.” Id., § -102(1)(d),
(3)(a) (emphasis added); accord § 22-11-207(2) (requiring that this “Board shall
promulgate rules establishing objective, measurable criteria . . . in determining the
appropriate accreditation category”).
CDE’s Priority Improvement rating fails to recognize WPS’s significant
improvement over time because it continues to grade the District on a bell curve in
comparison to other districts. Despite the statutory mandates for a fair, balanced,
objective, and consistent system, CDE set the initial accreditation rating categories
cut points so that 15 percent of districts would rate as Turnaround or Priority
Improvement and start the five-year accountability clock. For the recent
Accountability 2.0 reboot, cut points again were set to ensure a certain number of
districts were rated in the lowest two categories. These subjective decisions
guaranteed that districts would be labeled with failing grades. More critically,
grading on a curve means it is not enough for a district to merely improve against the
state average. Districts on the accountability clock like WPS must improve at a much
greater rate than other districts to gain on the ever-shifting curve, obtain a higher
ranking, and avoid the loss of accreditation.
This is impractically difficult for WPS, serving large numbers of students with
multiple disadvantages. Such students are not distributed evenly across the state.
The so-called averages are set by districts with more much affluent, less diverse, more
English-speaking, and less mobile student populations. The destination of
postsecondary and workforce readiness may be the same for all students, but the
distances they must travel in the public school system are vastly different. To help
them cover more ground in a similar amount of time, a disproportionate share of
Colorado’s districts must highly accelerate the velocity of learning. For WPS, this
must be accomplished against the pull of generational achievement gaps tied to
poverty, ethnicity, and language barriers. These challenges are compounded by the
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fact that about one-fourth (22 percent) of WPS’s students turnover during a given
school year. Even when a school or district is doing everything right, high mobility
blunts the impact of improvement strategies, and studies have shown that mobile
students perform well below their peers. Because the challenges are so much greater
in the few districts like WPS, the odds of breaking the bell curve are very low.
As shown by one of CDE’s own charts, the higher the number of needy students
served, the more likely a district will be rated as Priority Improvement or
Turnaround.

This distribution is not a coincidence. District performance, as judged by CDE, is
primarily a function of inconsistent student demographics. Over reliant on averages,
the accountability system is unbalanced by the great disparities among the
populations district’s serve. The winners and the losers are essentially
predetermined, and there will always be districts that are beaten by the curve and
labeled by the system as failures. By failing to properly account for different student
populations and the greater challenges disadvantaged students face, the
accountability system is heavily skewed against a district like WPS, while those with
wealthier, less diverse, more English-speaking, and less mobile students have an
inherent and significant advantage. Escaping poverty, learning English, and
attending college are, for many, generational accomplishments. Unlike so many other
districts, WPS lacks a majority cohort of economically, ethnically, and linguistically
advantaged students to boost its overall academic achievement and postsecondary
and workforce readiness.
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VII.

The 2016 District Performance Framework Magnifies the Defects in
the State Accountability System.

This systemic illegality has been magnified by the new 2016 District
Performance Framework. Consistent with its student population, growth has been
WPS’s strongest performance indicator, and academic achievement has been its most
challenging. (Appendix E, WPS Dist. Performance Frameworks (2012–14.) For the
first four years of the accountability clock, academic growth and growth gaps
amounted to half of a district’s rating; academic achievement only counted 15 percent.
These different weights made sense; growth attempts to measure the velocity of
learning while achievement is more a reflection of the level at which a student started
school. Indeed, both the Education Accountability Act and this Board’s implementing
rules list growth above achievement as the primary performance indicator. § 22-11204(1)(a), C.R.S. (2016); 1 CCR 301-1, § 2.02 (2016).
The 2016 framework removes growth gaps from the calculus, reducing the
cumulative weighting of growth by 10 percent. (Appendix F, CDE Scoring Guide for
2016 District/School Performance Frameworks.) Point thresholds for growth were
also raised by 5 percent. (Id.) The weight of achievement, in contrast, was doubled to
30 percent, factoring in for the first time the performance of students disaggregated
into traditionally disadvantaged groups. (Id.) Postsecondary and workforce readiness
was also increased in weight, and point thresholds for dropout and graduation rates
were increased by 5 and 10 percent. (Id.) In addition, a new measure of matriculation
was added to measure the percentage of graduates who pursue postsecondary
education. (Id.)
These changes—coming on the heels of the adoption of the Common Core and
PARCC (see supra Section V)—had a significant effect on WPS’s measured
performance. By lowering the weight of growth and increasing the weight of
achievement, emphasis was shifted from the velocity of learning to grade level
starting points. When a student reports to school already behind as do most in WPS,
they will need to grow to catch up. This takes time, especially for mobile students,
and until they catch up, they will not score proficient on standardized tests. For
districts with demographics like WPS, growth can be a much more accurate measure
of performance. Similarly, a matriculation rate that does not include military service
or skilled trades work does not measure postsecondary and workforce readiness in
communities where such paths are valued as much as college. With the considerable
changes embedded in the 2016 performance framework, it is no surprise WPS was
graded more harshly than it had been in the previous years, both at the district and
school levels. Of course, for districts with less diverse, more affluent, less
linguistically diverse, and less mobile student populations, diluting growth, boosting
achievement, and adding college matriculation is a performance boon. These
discrepancies reveal districts are not being held accountable on “consistent, objective
measures.” § 22-11-102(3)(a). Because WPS is rated in comparison to these more
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advantaged districts, the revised performance indicators have been doubly damaging.
(See supra Section VI.)
VIII. Testing Data is so Unreliable that WPS’s Performance Cannot Be
Compared to the Measurements for other School Districts.
Additional issues undercut any reliable comparisons of district performance.
WPS has long recognized the state’s accountability system requires comprehensive
and reliable student assessment data. See § 22-11-102(1)(b) (declaring “information
concerning performance” should be perceived as “fair, balanced, cumulative, credible and
useful”). Especially in districts with challenging student populations, encouraging
parents to opt their children out of standardized testing could have the effect of inflating
overall performance. Because districts are held accountable on a curve, any such gains
would come at the expense of other districts. Despite this clear negative incentive, WPS
has worked hard to ensure near-universal student participation on state assessments.
Unfortunately, participation was much lower in many other districts last year. Eleven
had such insufficient data that CDE could not rate their performance. Another 84
districts were flagged for testing participation rates below 95 percent in two or more
content areas. Such low participation on the PARCC tests in more than half of Colorado’s
school districts seriously compromises the integrity of the data underlying CDE’s
comparative performance ratings.
Another defect is a qualitative testing difference caused by the persistence of
paper administration. When CDE indicated computers would be the preferred testing
platform for the PARCC tests, WPS volunteered to pilot online administration. Since
then, the District has administered the PARCC tests 100 percent online at all testing
windows (excepting only special needs students requiring testing accommodations) to
promote statewide data integrity. Other districts have not shown the same commitment.
This is problematic because the questions are framed differently in paper form. As shown
in the following PARCC elementary math questions, students are given multiple
answers to choose from when taking the test in paper form. When taken online, there is
much less opportunity to guess the correct answer, and the questions are harder.
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(Appendix G, Comparison of Electronic vs. Paper Assessments Impacting Student
Achievement and Dist. Accountability in Ohio, p. 6 (Mar. 15, 2016).) Recognizing that
online scores are lower, CDE adjusted paper scores to try to improve data
comparability. This proved so questionable for calculating academic growth that CDE
gave “special considerations” by allowing districts who had administered the PARCC
assessments in 2015 in paper-form to appeal to take the data out of their performance
rating. (Appendix H, Submitting Requests to Reconsider for Dist. Accreditation
Ratings, p. 7 (Oct. 2016).) As an early adopter, WPS could not benefit from this scoring
boost. Again, because districts are graded on a curve in comparison to each other, WPS
has been prejudiced by following CDE’s lead on online administration. (See supra
Section VI.)
IX.

The New District Performance Framework was Illegally Applied
Retroactively to the Last Year of the Accountability Clock.

Rewriting the entire performance framework and rebooting the system to
Accountability 2.0 before the initial five-year accountability clock had run violates
the Education Accountability Act and this Board’s rules. As described above,
standards and assessments have changed extensively since 2010. (See supra Section
V.) CDE has recognized the PARCC tests represent such a major change that
academic growth cannot be calculated from previous scores on the Transitional
Colorado Assessment Program (“TCAP”). Nonetheless, the accountability clock has
never been reset, and WPS faces the loss of accreditation and punitive sanctions
based on a prior year’s performance judged by an entirely new rubric. Stated by
analogy to a popular sport, as WPS entered the fourth quarter of a close game, the
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state lengthened the field and rewrote the rulebook. These are not attributes of a fair
accountability system that employs consistent measures. § 22-11-102(1)(b), (d), (3)(a).
This Board’s own rules prohibited these changes from being applied
retroactively. Statewide targets “shall” be set “[n]o later than November 30th of each
year . . . for the coming academic year.” 1 CCR 301-1, § 2.03 (emphasis added). The
new performance frameworks were adopted on June 8, 2016 “for the 2016 school
year,” but they were used to weigh standardized testing data that had already been
collected in the preceding school year. (Appendix I, Colo. State Bd. of Educ. Motion
(Jun. 8, 2016).) As CDE warned the United States Department of Education, under
such a timeline, “schools and districts would be held accountable to measures for
which they did not know they would be held accountable . . . .” (Appendix J, CDE Ltr.
to U.S. Dep’t of Educ., p. 4 (Jul. 27, 2016).) To WPS’s detriment, that is exactly what
has happened.
This prejudice was compounded by the subsequent noncompliance with the
accreditation rating deadlines specified in this Board’s rules. “No later than August
15th of each school year, the Department shall provide to each District and the
Institute the data used by the Department to conduct its analysis of the District’s or
Institute’s performance and the Department’s initial Accreditation assignment.” 1
CCR 301-1, § 5.05. CDE, however, did not release the initial ratings until October
2016. The final rating determination—not issued until December 12, 2016—also was
overdue by nearly 30 days. Id., § 5.07. CDE explained these delays were due to the
new performance frameworks, but this proves the changes were rushed through and
only should have been applied prospectively to next year’s accreditation rating
review. It is not fair to hold WPS to strict compliance with a repeatedly changing and
fundamentally flawed accountability system, while the state has been unable to
follow its own rules.
CONCLUSION
WPS and its community have decided the CBS is a superior educational model
that will meet the heightened needs of its uniquely diverse student population and
lead to lasting postsecondary and workforce readiness for all. The WPS Board of
Education was elected on a platform supporting CBS and has passed four resolutions
affirming its support for this innovative approach to education that does away with
social promotion, empowers students to direct their learning, enables truly
individualized instruction, and ensures that students are ready for the day after
graduation.
Achievement gaps are real and persistent. With the significant challenges that
WPS’s students face, five years is hardly enough time to make the progress sufficient
to outgain so many other school districts with more advantaged student populations.
Even so, WPS has demonstrated a continuous trend of school and district improvement
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over that time, including the removal of 13 schools from the accountability clock.
Sustained academic growth and increasing achievement is also evident at the student
level, and WPS has received third-party accreditation from AdvancED. Considering
all criteria in the Education Accountability Act, “Improvement” best describes WPS’s
performance.
The accountability system must be fair, balanced, cumulative, credible, and
useful, and the measures of district performance must be objective and consistent
across the state. These statutory mandates have not been met. WPS is facing the loss
of accreditation based on an illegal system in which:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

standards and assessments have repeatedly changed;
no flexibility is afforded to an innovative local educational model;
the reality of significant student needs is not considered;
districts are rewarded for having less challenging student populations;
improvement must be impractically high to outgain these other districts;
there are considerable gaps in the quality and quantity of testing data; and
the entire district performance rubric was rewritten and applied retroactively
in violation of this Board’s rules.

Unique among Colorado’s school districts, WPS is being penalized for its particularly
needy student population and constitutionally protected choice of the CBS. The
District deserves a real opportunity to implement this model under consistent
expectations and in harmony with current state standards and assessments. Its
performance ought to be judged on its own merits and considering its unique
challenges, by all statutory criteria, and not just on unreliable data or in relation to
other districts that lack comparable numbers of minority, poor, mobile, and non-native
English speaking students.
WPS welcomes the opportunity to work with CDE and this Board on how the
accountability system can be corrected. WPS also welcomes collaborative assistance
towards better meeting the needs of its students. As it is fully committed to ongoing
improvement, the District will continue to work with AdvancED towards realizing
further performance gains by deepening and accelerating its innovative CBS and
expanding school choice with more Innovation schools. This appeal provides an
opportunity for this Board to address WPS’s concerns so that the District can continue
this work fulfilling its educational mission without interruption. Moving WPS off the
accountability clock with an “Improvement” rating for 2016 is an appropriate
resolution. Losing accreditation, however, is unacceptable, and if necessary, the
District will take whatever steps it deems necessary to protect itself from further
illegal state action.
Respectfully submitted on February 7, 2017.
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